
1-21-2023 USPA Zoom Masterclass #37 
Chat Reprogramming DNA wih Glen Rein and Annaliese Reid 

Time Attendee Comment 

14:14:38 Penney M  Speakers are hard to hear because of echo and reverberation. 

14:20:25 USPA Welcome everyone, thank you for coming today!!  Please support USPA and our 

Sponsors.  If your not a member, Please Join us at psychotronics.org  We are A 

Educational Non Profit. 

14:38:19 Daniel 

Taylor : 

https://dnareprogramming.online/ 

14:43:23 Nora R : Can chat be turned on so, we can chat with individuals  rather than everyone ? 

14:46:45 USPA where chat says everyone…click and scroll to who you wish to greet 

14:47:13 Nora R : Thank you - 

14:51:41 Christopher 

P 

What is the title of the paper that you recently found showing the mind affecting the 

"clocks" of dna that you referred to? 

14:53:44 USPA Please write questions for Glen and Annaliese here in the Chat box.  Dan Taylor will 

read and ask the speakers, after they have finished!!! 

14:57:33 Mirto F  Dear Glen, did you use any scalar device to help Annaliese? 

15:01:22 Christopher 

P 

More generlly, could you provide a list of the important scientific papers that have 

been pivotoal for this lecture? 

15:17:07 USPA Please enjoy all Mastersclasses in the Members Only area at psychotronics.org 

15:17:40 USPA Memberships are $35/year $90/3 yrs 

15:21:52 USPA Thank you to our anoyomous sponsor and Charleene Closshey http://charleene.com 

15:24:59 Anna B  Is this possible to reprogram our morphogenic field by the quantum devices such as 

AO scan? It's a question to everyone;)your opinion. 

15:27:39 USPA Q… when you talk about healing with LOVE, what are some other terms 

researchers use or people may use rather than LOVE… 

15:30:24 Kathryn H  Given the extreme sensitivity of DNA to external energy, is it possible to heal when 

living in an environment with high levels of 5G wireless radiation which is known to 

damage DNA? 

15:30:29 USPA Other Questions?   Let us thanks our wonderful speakers!!!! 

15:31:59 Beatrice : Thank you both! Is there any research done on Macular Degeneration? 

15:32:06 Amy W  Wonderful 

15:32:08 Mirto F  Dear Glen, did you use any scalar device to help Annaliese? 

15:32:41 M H : The website doesn't appear to work for me... 

15:35:53 Mirto F  Thank you for the answer 

15:36:15 Rena G  `Thank you to everyone involved in creating this webinar, especially the speakers. 

15:39:25 Jill v  A most fascinating study and background by Annaliese. Greatly appreciated. Thanks 

to all involved in organising this .  I'm doing DNA research on a spiritual level  and 

this all resonates completely  Thanks from South Africa 

15:40:27 Leonard K : Glen…..I believe that one’s brain or consciousness generates scalar energy.  Have 

you studied this concept? 

15:42:50 Carlos P  Can you define more precisely what is meant by imagery? What is the difference 

with Visualization? 

15:42:52 Leonard K : Negative energy causes rouleaux formation in one’s body.  With the laser that I have 

developed, the rouleaux formation can be reversed in seconds. 

15:43:24 Beverly 

Rubik : 

Please provide a reference to your work Leonard Knell 



15:43:55 Anna B  Is morphogenic field the same as scaler energy? Can we measure and influence on it 

by device? 

15:43:58 Leonard K : www.lifeshieldlaser.com 

15:45:11 Carlos P  The idea of thinking that the body has a mind of its own. Even that each part (organ 

or system) also has its own mind, even each cell. If we "accept" this idea, can't we 

address these minds to heal ourselves? 

15:46:03 Mirto F  Are visions associated to the holonomic brain theory of Pribram? What do you 

think? 

15:47:51 AK : WHO is Rupert? 

15:47:58 Nora R : Is any known research being done on what may be blocking humans from healing 

themselves besides the 'not knowing' if the mind is the antenna ? 

15:48:37 Julian N  @AK , https://www.sheldrake.org/ 

15:50:02 Leonard K : Check out the blood study on the website….lifeshieldlaser.com.  Negative energy 

directed from a microwave to water caused rouleaux formation ins subject’s body 

which was immediately reversed by shining the laser into the remaining water which 

he then drank. 

15:52:54 Leonard K : Wound healing is dramatically increased.  Plant growth is also dramatically affected. 

15:55:30 Mirto F  Thank you very much for the answer, very appreciated! 

15:56:16 Beverly C  Master Yoga teachers teach each organ/gland as its own consciousness that we can 

speak to. 

15:56:36 Mirto F  ALBERT ABRAMS 

15:57:03 Mirto F  GALEN HYERONIMUS 

15:57:30 Beverly C  Thank you both for your presentations 

15:57:43 Beverly 

Rubik : 

Great work, Glen! 

15:57:52 Mirto F  PETER GUY MANNERS 

15:58:34 Leonard K : lknell@gmail.com 

15:58:42 Beverly C  Dr. Edward Bach - Bach Remedies - Five remedies for FEAR 

15:59:23 Becky D Love casts out fear. 

15:59:57 Jed S Thank you! 

16:00:03 Becky D Thanks to you both, awesome presentations! 

 


